Safety Meeting Topic:

Vehicle Energy Safety
Working on trucks, vehicles or other heavy equipment exposes employees to many forms of hazardous energy. These
energy sources bust be identified and controlled if the task being performed exposes employees to them. Traditional
lockout/ tagout means are generally not feasible but should be used in addition to the following steps if possible.
Vehicle Movement
An unsecured vehicle can be very dangerous to person and property. Always support a lifted vehicle with jack stands.
Never assume the parking brake on the vehicle works. A vehicle will roll under its own weight on minor slopes. Wheel
chocks are required when a vehicle is parked on a slope, when a mechanic is working on it, or anytime a vehicle's
parking device is in question being repaired.
Hydraulic/Fuel Pressure
Exposure to hydraulic/fuel fluids that may be hot and under very high pressure can be dangerous to the skin, eyes or
body. Always assume that hydraulic systems are under pressure either from the system pressure, or the resistance to
weight creating the pressure. When working with cylinders, make sure the load they move are supported with blocks
jack stands.
Air Pressure (Including Tires)
Unexpected air pressure releases may cause harm to skin or body. Never work on any fitting or hose while the truck is
running or under any pressure. Air must be drained from tanks and lines prior to service or repairs to the system.
Batteries
A dead battery is as dangerous as a charged battery. Hazards pertaining to batteries include electric shock and burns,
sulfuric acid, hydrogen gas, and weight. If working on an electrical system, disconnect the battery from the system
until the repairs are made and ready for testing. Always wear gloves and safety glasses when handling batteries.
Cooling Systems
Vehicle cooling systems are designed to operate under pressure as heat builds. The fluid is hot enough to severely
burn you as it comes out of the system. When working with cooling systems, allow the temperature of the fluid to
decrease on its own. This may take a few hours. If working with hot cooling fluids is necessary, wear proper PPE
equipment including safety glasses, face shield and heavy rubber gloves that cover hands and arms. Slowly bleed off
any pressure and do not open or pull a hose on a pressurized cooling system.
Spring Brakes
The parking spring in a spring brake chamber, when compressed, is holding thousands of pounds of energy that could
kill or severely injure personnel. When working on an air brake chamber, the spring will need to be caged using a
special caging tool. Never remove the spring brake clamp or try to repair the spring brake side of this chamber.
Replace the entire assembly, or only the air side of the brake chamber. Be careful of rusted chambers. Do not drop
brake chambers or toss into dumpsters. A special tool can be purchased to contain the chamber and allow cutting of
the spring for proper disposal.
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